
Why P3

The unique aspect of our business is the mindset of our employees: curious,
adventurous, and innovative.

P3 consultants take on early responsibilities with clients in management
consulting, diverse technology topics, and scalable IT solutions.

Make a project your project. Openness for new, innovative, and
unconventional approaches; short decision paths; respectful cooperation; and
fruitful synergies make us a diverse, unbeatable team and successful company
- worldwide.
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Benefits

•Competitive working conditions. 
•Full time employment.  •Flexible
working schedule and possibility
to work from home in hybrid
mode.  •Personal and professional
career development, and paid
certifications.  •Private health
insurance.  •Innovative projects
with prestigious international
customers.  •Team building
activities to support team-oriented
culture.  •Friendly team of helpful
colleagues where knowledge
sharing is everyday routine. 
•Additional vacation days.  •Coffee,
Refreshments and Fruits.

WHAT YOU'LL DO
• •Go into a role as Business Analyst, Proxy Product Owner or Scrum

Master within our IT-Projects. •Determine and define project scope and
objectives and the necessary resources. •Develop, monitor and manage
a detailed project schedule. •Identify functional and non-function
requirements with our clients for their products/services. •Support the
development team in the project setup and definition plus prioritizing
tasks. •Understand the products/services from a holistic point of view
and identify risks during the project lifecycle. •Utilize industry best
practice, techniques, and standards throughout entire project lifecycle.

WHO YOU ARE
• •Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering, IT-related, Software

Development. •2-3 years of project management and related experience
in IT, Energy or Finance. •Technical / IT certifications acquired in the last
3 years. •Excellent English and German skills (speaking and writing).
•Proven ability to solve problems creatively. •Strong familiarity with
project management software tools, and best practices. •Experience
seeing projects through the full life cycle. •Excellent analytical skills and
a fast learning-curve capability to understand processes of a new
domain. •Strong interpersonal skills and extremely resourceful. •Proven
ability to complete projects according to outlined scope, budget, and
timeline. •Able to travel 50 % of the work time.
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